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___________________________________________________________________________________

Hello, Wes Penre here with a new Q&A! Please send more questions to
wespenreproductions@gmail.com and put Q&A in the subject section so I can see it…
QUESTION 1: There is a lot of talk about disclosure these days from the official and
alternative media. Some subscribe to the belief that all ETs are good and some believe
there are positive as well as negative ET's. Logically I would think there are good as
well as evil ET's just like humans/beings on this planet. My question is: based on the
Gnostic texts, it appears ALL ETs are archons, and if so, would they then be of negative
influence for our birthright to ascension?
ANSWER: It’s not so much that all “ETs” in the Gnostic texts are Archons. There is
mentioned that other kinds of beings exist as well in the Universe. But the Gnostic texts
in general concentrate on the Archons because they are the ones we have the most
interaction with, we could say. They are a deeply rooted manifestation of Sophia’s dark
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side (shadow side). In Gnostic terms, “darkness” primarily means “ignorance,” which
means Spiritual ignorance. We are here to bring Spirit/Light into this domain to flush
out darkness/ignorance. Because of what is described in the Wes Penre Papers and the
Gnostic texts, we lost our connection with Spirit along the way as we descended through
the Heavens, and we got trapped here, and will remain so, until we reconnect with Spirit
again. This is most easily done by reading the Gnostic material and obtain Gnosis,
which is the Greek word for “Knowledge,” i.e., “Inner Knowledge,” which leads to
reconnection with our Highest Selves, Spirit. This connection is not intellectual but
heartfelt.
In addition to the Archons, there are also many different star races—most of them
residing in Orion, which is the 8th and 9th Heavens. However, some star races were also
manipulated by Yaldabaoth/Lucifer, as told in the allegorical story of Lucifer’s
Rebellion.” The Sirians, aka the Khan Kings, is one example.
Also mentioned in the Gnostic texts, there were Aeons descending into the Kenoma a
long time ago, and from all we know they are still here. They come directly from the
Spiritual Realm, the Pleroma—a part of them manifested here to help. Also, we hear
about Sabaoth’s Seraphim and other Angels of High Order, occasionally visiting our
realm. This happened, for example, when the first Adam was created, but also in a
previous Consummation of the Age, known as Noah’s Flood.
What we call the astral also has its own dimensions, beings and civilizations. If you
want to study that some more, read Robert Monroe’s and William Buhlman’s work. It
was also touched upon in the Wes Penre Papers, the First Level of Learning (see the
information therein about the UNUM).
QUESTION 2: In a previous article, you mentioned that there are some MIKH-MAKH
warriors who are also trapped in the Patrix. While a majority of people, who follow
your work to make sense of the own paths, likely identify as Namlu'u, what would you
say about those who feel they are in fact MIKH-MAKH warriors? Could you be both
and would the MIKH-MAKH warriors still become creator gods after leaving the
Patrix?
ANSWER: If someone claims they are a particular MIKH-MAKH warrior being
trapped here, it is their conviction and experience, so I can’t comment on that part.
But in general, MIKH-MAKH are from Orion, existing in a much higher density and
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dimension than we humans are. They are creators in their own right, so if a MIKHMAKH would be trapped here, but manages to exit, I would say they’ll go back to their
original state of being—the higher version of themselves. If they are currently in a
human body on Earth, they are as human as we are, soul-wise, as long as they are here.
A soul is a soul. They are human, but they don’t belong to the original human soul
group.
QUESTION 3: If the Singularity takes effect, and a human consciousness is duplicated
in digital form, what does it mean for the digital "soul?" Is a digital "soul" really a soul,
considering that it was created in the 3rd dimension? What are some reasons for why I
should be concerned if the AIF has a digital copy of my soul?
ANSWER: This is how I see it: we humans are voluntarily giving our information,
thoughts, feelings, emotions, opinions, and personality in general away by being on the
Internet and using smart devices. That all goes into the Cloud in digital form. This is
what it means to have a duplicate YOU in the Cloud. Then, we have Wi-Fi, 5G,
satellites, nanobots, and the list goes on. It’s virtually impossible not to give our data
away in some shape or form. So, you have YOU, the original soul, and you have a
digital duplicate in the Cloud, also called the Super-Computer.
There are a few purposes for the digital Cloud. As Dr. Ray Kurzweil, professor, and a
Singularity enthusiast in Silicon Valley has said many times, the Cloud is a storage that
all humans on the planet will have instant access to when the Singularity is fully
implemented. You just connect yourself via your bots, satellites, and by other means,
and you can instantly access any information you’re looking for—just like with the
Internet, but most likely without any device needed. You’ll get a brain implant that
connects you with everything via satellites (thank you, Elon Musk). At the moment, the
Cloud is a placeholder of sorts for what’s to come.
On a personal level, it’s up to you how concerned you need to be. By that I mean how
serious are you to leave the Matrix/Kenoma through the Grid? If you’re very serious
and really do it when your time comes because you have gotten rid of your attachments
to this world, as Yeshua/Yesus once said, you need not to worry. The trap is not what
is in the Cloud, per say—the trap is us being stuck in an “immortal” cyborg body, where
we can’t die. In other words, we can’t exit because once we’re in this cyborg body, we
will get connected to the Cloud and probably successively lose our sense of spirituality
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again. So, as long as we are able to die and keep ourselves informed, and can exit, our
digital “duplicate,” as it were, is of no consequence.
QUESTION 4: Do you believe there is an objectively high-vibrational action and an
objectively low-vibrational action? Or are actions deemed "high-vibrational" or not
depending on how we feel because of making that action? Could a murderer,
theoretically, live a high-vibrational life if killing invigorates him? Could a narcissist
live a whole and fulfilling life? Or are they bound to a low-vibrational one due to their
nature?
ANSWER: A narcissist, psychopath, or a murderer often dissociate from their evil acts
and blame them on others, thinking they are totally okay and even better persons than
other people. They believe they are justified in their actions. Thus, they can live a life
without remorse and seem quite upbeat most of the time. Does that mean they are of a
high vibration? No. How can we say that for sure? Because committing acts of evil and
committing crimes are acts of Darkness/Ignorance. It’s people like them who keep this
realm in a low vibration, regardless of how upbeat they might seem to their
environment. The Darkness vs. Light ratio within a person determines their vibration.
How connected are they to Spirit? How much are they in this world but not of this
world? How much do they contribute to the Darkness here that some of us try to shine
Light on? You get the picture.
QUESTION 5: Through Barbara Marciniak's Pleiadians we learn that we humans as
cyborgs will go to the Pleiades and meet with those that added their DNA to the mix
of humans through genetic engineering a long time ago, but this impending "meeting"
will result in a war and create a tyranny there as conveyed in the WPP (Wes Penre
Papers). In that timeline, do you think that Marduk decided to invade that part of the
constellation and take over for himself or does En.ki want us humans to choose nature
over technology to help him avert what happens in our future (the Pleiadians’ past)
creating this new timeline for them? Isn’t all of the Pleiades under the Demiurge's (The
AIF including En.ki) control or most of it is? Didn't Marciniak say that En.ki is their
teacher as well? I know that Marciniak’s group says that En.ki is their teacher, which
I found out from reading your papers. Is it one of those things where the rabbit hole
goes very, very deep? I know En.ki/Lucifer/Yaldabaoth’s manipulation here on Earth
is extreme, and he has billions under his spell and has his propaganda, so what about
this story with the Pleiadian timeline?
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ANSWER: Here is something interesting to ponder regarding the Pleiadians, perhaps.
In the WPP, I talked about Sophia’s universes coming in clusters of 12, like ripples on
a pond. This corresponds with the 12 Heavens. We have 9 Heavens above us (the
Kenoma has 7 Heavens and Orion has 2), and we have 5 Heavens below us, leading into
the Abyss. That makes 12, i.e., 12 ripples, if we put it that way. I talked about planets
and spheres in Video 257. Please watch it or review it for more information if you like.
This also indicates that Sophia has created more universes than the 12 Heavens—these
12 Heavens making up 12 Universes (see WPP, Second Level of Learning). Now, we
need to distinguish between what NASA considers being a universe and what the
Gnostic gospels and other ancient texts consider being a universe. In the Gnostic texts,
it eventually becomes quite apparent after a while that each Heaven is considered one
universe.
Now to the Pleiadians. In Barbara Maciniak’s first book, Bringers of the Dawn, the P’s
said that they came to us from another universe. When I first read that, I didn’t
understand at all what they meant. Now I think I do. If they are really from the
Pleiades and En.ki/Yaldabaoth is their teacher, are they a star race or are they archons
of a lower magnitude and rank? We know that the Pleiades, at least to a large degree,
is under the control of En.ki in our present time.
If they are archons, Yaldabaoth would certainly be both their father and their teacher,
whom they say they report back to and get graded by. The same might be the case if
they belong to a certain star race, but currently, them being archons makes more sense
to me.
If it’s true that in their future, humanity as a cyborg race invades the Pleiades for any
reason and takes over the control of the constellation, this would be the reason, just like
they say, to try to change the timeline to a “stronger” one that can cancel out the one,
in their vibrational reality, where they were invaded. Thus, they are giving us a mixed
bag of truths, half-truths, and lies, depending on how much they can say and still keep
our interest but not revealing who they really are.
If they actually come from the Pleiades to here, they didn’t lie when they said they
come from another “universe.” The Pleiades exists outside the Kenoma, in the 8th
Heaven, aka Orion, so they come from that universe into ours.
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Please consider signing up on Patreon. Without your support, it’s literally impossible
to continue with these videos and articles. Patreon supporters are what makes this
possible. So, if you like what you see and hear, please consider going to
patreon.com/wespenre and sign up. The URL will also be listed in the last frame of this
video.
Here is a list of patrons who have agreed to being mentioned on my screen list—Tier 2
to Tier 4. Thank you for your dedicated contribution.
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